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161.In spite of much research into the subject, we

164.In his ﬁnal years of office, President Clinton

still only ---- know how and why tornadoes form.

maintained a ---- low proﬁle but took several major

A) likely

trips overseas.

B) truly

A) certainly

C) ideally

B) randomly

D) partially

C) strongly

E) fairly

D) plainly
E) relatively

162.Ideally, museums should have lots of public
money, ---- space to exhibit most of their treasures

165.Although it is dying out in the towns, folk

and enough staff to look ager them.

dance is still a vibrant tradition in Turkish villages,

A) grateful

as you may well see if you ---- a traditional

B) sufficient

wedding party.

C) incredible

A) involve

D) portative

B) attend

E) radiant

C) demonstrate
D) consist

163.Volunteer ﬁre brigades, unlike professional

E) relieve

ones, ---- have the training to deal with big or
complicated ﬁres.

166.The new version of the Night Sky programme

A) secretly

has various ---- that make it much more enjoyable

B) suddenly

than the first version.

C) rarely

A) extracts

D) reasonably

B) totals

E) convincingly

C) additions
D) needs
E) disappointments
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167.It was the only school for miles around and so

170.Stewart, a young and ---- talented British

all the children in the ---- went to the same school.

historian, has written a book on the impact of

A) situation

World War II on British politics.

B) property

A) convincingly

C) department

B) remarkably

D) neighbourhood

C) directly

E) circumstance

D) continually
E) crucially

168.I was a ---- child and so I used to make up
stories and hold conversations with imaginary

171.Fire-ﬁghting and the training methods

people.

employed are becoming ---- complex.

A) painful

A) previously

B) selﬁsh

B) plainly

C) consistent

C) partly

D) charming

D) courageously

E) lonely

E) extremely

169.Queen Elizabeth I established a strong central

172.Films quite ogen focus on journalism, and

government that received the ---- support of her

from time to time they have critically examined

people.

and ---- this profession.

A) loyal

A) succeeded

B) favourite

B) deserved

C) capable

C) denied

D) sensitive

D) influenced

E) fluent

E) suspected
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173.Marathon-training schedules range from four

176.Much has been written about the outbreak of

to six months and they all ---- considerable

war in 1914, but the question of who was ---- is

discipline.

still being debated.

A) require

A) desirable

B) reduce

B) responsible

C) imply

C) compulsive

D) combine

D) peaceful

E) improve

E) adequate

174.vital problem facing us this century is the

177.She seems ---- to take part in the quiz

---- of global warming.

programme.

A) collection

A) reluctant

B) provision

B) hard-working

C) issue

C) selﬁsh

D) disturbance

D) loyal

E) expression

E) delicate

175.In 1496, fresh from his ---- of the New World,

178.His novels have been ---- praised for the

Christopher Columbus was still thinking about

superb use of colloquial language.

China.

A) rapidly

A) invention

B) strangely

B) journey

C) suddenly

C) possession

D) safely

D) discovery

E) widely

E) pursuit
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179.An estimated $4 billion over the next ﬁve
years will cover the cost of ---- immunizing
Cevap Anahtarı 9

children in developing countries.

161 D

A) undeniably

162 B

B) abruptly

163 C
164 E

C) fully

165 B

D) currently

166 C

E) actively

167 D
168 E
169 A

180.T.S. Eliot’s poem The Waste Land really ---- in

170 B

capturing the mood of postwar Europe.

171 E
172 D

A) disturbs

Açıklamalı çözüm
videosu için kodu
tarayınız.

173 A

B) deserves

174 C

C) contributes

175 D
176 B

D) recovers

177 A

E) succeeds

178 E
179 C
180 E
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